Vw air cooled engine parts

We are still processing and shipping orders from our warehouse as normal even while our site
is offline. We sincerely appreciate your patience while we are doing these site upgrades. Our
site uses advanced code and encryption that is not supported by Microsoft's Internet Explorer
Browser. Aluminum is less prone to damage and fatigue, but weigh 25lbs more, and run F hotter
oil temps, than magnesium cases. NOTE: Due to core supply availability, the crankshaft
supplied can be. We will always provide the least cut crankshaft that is available at the time of
order. We recommend ordering main and rod bearings at the same time as this kit, we will make
sure the bearings match the crankshaft supplied! Curil-K2 is the finest sealant we have found
for case halves. It NEVER hardens, so if you ever have to take it apart and reassemble, cleanup
is as easy as a little alcohol or mineral spirits! We use it for case halves, generator stands, and
oil pumps. This kit covers a variety of engines, and comes Silicone Pushrod Tube Seals! This kit
has no flywheel seal. We are in the midst of renovating our site! If you already have an order in
process with us, don't panic! VW Parts Catalog. Featured Brands. Join Our Mailing List.
Immediate shipment of requested products is NOT guaranteed. Orders are processed in the
order that they are received and order fulfillment time varies. Actual product may differ in
appearance. Please do NOT rely on PHOTOS while shopping as many of our products have
selectable product options that may change the nature of the product being ordered compared
to the representative photo. All information should be verified prior to use. In most cases we are
able to honor advertised price, but in the RARE case a substantial price increase occurs, you
would be notified and given the option to cancel. All products purchased should be inspected,
measured, cleaned and properly assembled prior to installation. Since Aircooled. Net has no
control over product installation, we will not be held liable for any consequential costs or
damages associated with products purchased. Gift Certificates. Includes the engine case and
cylinder heads! The actual power range of the engine will depend on the cam selected, as well
as having matching carburetion and exhaust. We offer this kit with Hypereutectic Cast pistons,
which are good to RPMs, or an upgrade option of Forged pistons for you guys that want to
really pound on it! This kit is good to RPMs, if you valve train, heads, and exhaust are up for it!
We offer this kit with Hypereutectic Cast pistons, which are good to RPMs, or an option of
Forged pistons for you guys that want to really pound on it! SCAT has put the components
together in a hassle free kit for your convenience to speed up your order acquisition, in this
Economical Engine Kit for the Budget Minded Enthusiast. This kit is good to RPM or hp, do not
exceed either! Note that this RPM limit that we recommend is why the cams available for sale
with this kit are no larger than the C35, which goes to RPMs. If you want to rev higher you need
a forged crankshaft! Choose from These kits require engine case machine work Boring for the
larger diameter cylinders. Engine Stand, Floor Model, Square Tube Style, rotates a full degrees,
and has steel casters for mobility. Knocks down when not in use to save space. You can also
use this to hold your transaxle! Bolts to a workbench or table, and rotates a full degrees. This
bench mount engine stand is the finest Bench Model Engine Stand you can have without
making it yourself! You can also use this to hold your transaxle too! Your table is more likely to
tip over or break than this engine stand will! Total Seal Tapered Ring Compressor, Simply put
the piston and rings into the tapered compressor and slide so the rings are in but the piston is
barely out, place on bottom of cylinder and push! We've had ours for a decade and it looks new!
Bench Model Engine Stand. Bench Model Engine Stand bolts to a workbench or table, and
rotates a full degrees. This bench mount engine stand is constructed of thick wall schedule 80
steel pipe. ACN Tip: You can also use this to hold your transaxle! Note that you may have to
grind the ears of the stand slightly to perfectly fit your engine case. Apparently they crack the
whip on the guys making these, and they are rushing a bit. Deck Height Measuring Tool, Deluxe.
You can use dial indicators, feeler gauges or calipers, or even the calibrated screw that comes
with it! Proper deck height is critical in preventing the piston from hitting valves, and in setting
the proper compression ratio and quence for a good burn.. Distributor Drive Pinion Puller. This
tool slips into the center of the pinion, and then the tightening of the T-handle expands the tool
locking it INTO the pinion, so you can wiggle and remove it upwards. Crankshaft and Flywheel
End Play Tool. Rather than use expensive and tricky dial indicators, Joe Schmoe can use this
end play tool to check and set your engine's end play. Tap crank towards flywheel, and tighten
bolt to touch flywheel. Tap crank other way, and measure with feeler gauge! VW Beetle
Performance Handbook, by Keith Seume, is An outstanding step-by-step guide to upgrading
your engine, transmission, suspension, and brakes. Curil-K2 Engine Sealant, 60ml Tube.
Curil-K2 is the finest sealant we have found for case halfs. Curil-T Engine Sealant, 60ml Tube.
This is the finest sealant we have found for case halfs. It is also excellent for the cylinder head
washers in the valve cover area. We are still processing and shipping orders from our
warehouse as normal even while our site is offline. We sincerely appreciate your patience while
we are doing these site upgrades. Our site uses advanced code and encryption that is not

supported by Microsoft's Internet Explorer Browser. We are in the midst of renovating our site!
If you already have an order in process with us, don't panic! VW Parts Catalog. Featured
Brands. Join Our Mailing List. Immediate shipment of requested products is NOT guaranteed.
Orders are processed in the order that they are received and order fulfillment time varies. Actual
product may differ in appearance. Please do NOT rely on PHOTOS while shopping as many of
our products have selectable product options that may change the nature of the product being
ordered compared to the representative photo. All information should be verified prior to use. In
most cases we are able to honor advertised price, but in the RARE case a substantial price
increase occurs, you would be notified and given the option to cancel. All products purchased
should be inspected, measured, cleaned and properly assembled prior to installation. Since
Aircooled. Net has no control over product installation, we will not be held liable for any
consequential costs or damages associated with products purchased. Gift Certificates.
Performance Engine Kits. Valvetrain, Upper. Engine Cases, Studs, and Hardware. Chemicals
and Sealants. Gaskets and Seals. Long Blocks. Engine Bearings. Flywheel, Clutch, and
Pressure Plate. Oil System. Whether you are rebuilding a stock VW engine, looking to upgrade
with bolt-on modifications, or putting together a performance VW engine for your car, you can
find what you need for your aircooled VW engine. Not sure what or how to build what you are
after? Contact us, and we'll help you spec out just the right engine build for your driving type
and budget. He starts with showing where and how to lift the car and secure it on stands. Then
shows in detail how to remove each necessary screw and nut to separate the motor from the
car. Volume 3: After the Volkswagen engine is removed Volume 2 , covers a complete engine
rebuild including tear down, inspection, clean up and rebuilding. Thorough, easy to follow
video. Engine Compartment Seal, Rear, T1. This rubber seal that fits in the C-groove on the
body of the car, and seals against the engine's sheetmetal to prevent hot air that just cooled the
engine from getting back into the engine compartment. If it's split or gapped, engine temps
skyrocket. Resurfacing this billet aluminum part is not needed, the quality is very good, much
better than the cast aluminum ones! Using this kit prevents leaks and problems, and is needed
because new 6mm stud pumps are no longer available! ACN recommends that you use a 21mm
pump in any single relief case application. The stud spacing on the 6mm studded cases is
slightly different than the 8mm version. If they were the same you could just drill and tap the
holes to 8mm, and use an 8mm studded pump, and bolt it together. But it's not that simple.
That's also why you cannot simply use a "step stud" with a 6mm case end, and 8mm pump end.
So this kit includes 4 long studs, nuts, and washers. You put the studs in, and thread them so
they protrude in the case enough to get the nuts on the inside. Use loctite, and tighten the nuts
against the case, with no stud sticking further than the top of the nut. Now the pump nuts on the
outside can be tightened without the risk of the stud stripping the case threads, since it's
backed by a steel nut on the inside! Replacement Installation Kit for Deep Sump. This kit
includes new pickup tubes, mounting hardware, and gaskets, to install the Bugpack deep sump.
Breather Box Upgrade Kit, for Kit includes Baffle Plate, Free Flow foam filter element, and new
crush rings for the box fitings. This windage tray slips into the VW engine case during
assembly, fitting immediately beneath the camshaft. It prevents oil from leaving the sump
upwards. It can also prevent oil from draining TO the sump. When you are no longer using the
stock oil cooler, you should use this block off to keep the engine oil flowing properly inside the
engine. Plate includes the hardware and proper gasket. Blockoff casting is tapped for an oil
temperature or pressure sender. Bugpack Super Oil Suction Kit. Unique kit puts pickup
extension with screen against the bottom of a mini sump plate, to ensure sucking oil not air at
all possible times. No machining required! Vent provides proper crankcase ventilation when
routed to a breather box or your air filter assembly. Adding oil is easier too! Replacement Billet
Aluminum Oil Cap for Replacement cap for our billet aluminum oil filler extensions. This is NOT
Aircraft quality with swedged hose ends. This is a quick and easy way to connect a cooler or
filter, but it will not withstand excessive pressures like an Aircraft hose system will. Easy to
assemble and install. A nice upgrade when you must use slip on or barbed fittings. This is 4' of
10 hose. This is 6' of 10 hose. This is 8' of 10 hose. It is used for full flow hoses, filters, and oil
coolers. This hose is priced per foot. This cover is flat for non-full flow oiling systems regular oil
pumps. Design for all 8mm stud cases. Really dresses up buggy engines that everyone can see!
Flywheel Installation Kit, Stock Engines, K kit includes all the needed parts to simplify your
acquisition of the parts needed to properly install your flywheel! Stainless Steel 12V Generator
Cover. Being cheap is ok! Cover it up with this Stainless Steel coil cover to regain your looks
without the cost! Stainless Steel will not rust or corrode! Does NOT fit alternators! Normally
when using a crankshaft with a Type 4 center main journal, you have to line bore the engine
case to Type 4 size to use the Type 4 bearing. Economical doesn't mean cheap! Hand picked
stock rods are rebuilt and put in matched sets of 4, same length and weight! New bronze

bushings and hardware. These have a clearanced rod cap for stroker applications. Replacement
Seals for Bugpack , , and Adjustable Push Rod Tubes, Set of 8 Seals, are nice to have on hand
in case you need to replace a split or weeping o-ring. Be sure to oil these prior to slipping the
tubes together! These heavy duty hardened valve seats are compatible with unleaded fuel. Sold
in a set of 4. These do not fit T-4 engines! Racing Dual Valve Springs, Set of 8. These VW
Springs will lift to. Installed height is 1. Spring OD is 1. Spring wire diameter is. Better steel and
heat treat is why the smaller wire is stiffer! Will lift to. Hardened Valve Spring Shims are used to
set proper spring height and tension. These provide an excellent seat surface for springs,
preventing them from digging into the soft aluminum of the head. This kit includes 8.
Aluminum-Silicon-Bronze is the best valve guide material available today. These valve guides
are strong and durable, lasting over 10x longer than cast iron
2003 camry fuel pump
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guides. These also reduce friction and ensure oil retention. Micro finished and. Set of 4 guides.
Does not include cam bolts! Disc features a tough brass woven grayrock lining. This lip
prevents oil from "sloshing up" into the tubes during hard cornering. These are zinc plated. Set
of 8 to do one engine. Remember to install the welded seam in the Push Rod Tube up, in case it
splits! This pair of VW valvecovers comes complely polished with all needed hardware. These
have cast in bosses for breather fittings! Now you can renew your perfectly good pulley with
this steel acid etched degree ring! Uses a high grade epoxy, and applies directly to pulley face.
Nuts that use a 12mm wrench yet still fit on the 8mm stud, give you more working room! Classic
power pulley in old school style! Smaller pulley spins fan and generator slower for more power,
but engine will run hotter! Keep an eye on engine temperatures when using these smaller than
stock pulleys! Degree s help you with ignition timing.

